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3aouse of commons, in mockery of the impotent gling. In exemplification of this it has been stated
legislation by which it was attempted to shut that though the duty on tobacco was reduced in
them out. There is. in tl_uth, great room for England in 1825 from 4s. to 3s. per lb., the con°
doubting whether the substitution of an ad vale- sumption was not increased in anything like the

• . ¢
rein duty for the whole system of prohihition was same proportion; and that, notwithstanding the
at first productive of any material increase in rapid growth of population, a period of ten years
the imports of foreign silks. The repeal of the elapsed b(fforc the tobacco revenue rose to its
prohibition was a most judicious me_ure; but former level. But no one acquainted with the
the duty being unfortunately fixed at too high a facts couhi have anticipated any other result.
limit, it gave an overwhelming stimulus to smug- Taking the cost of tobacco on an average at 6d.
gling. Before the abolition of the duty on silks, per lb. (which is beyond the mark), the duty pre-
the expense of their clandestine importation from viously to and since the reduction has been re-
France was roughly estimated at al)out 15 per spectively 800 and 600 per cent. ad valorem. And
cent. ad valorem; and as the duty on silks, down it is needless Io say that the least of these duties .
to 1845, was double that amount, or 30 per vent., holds out an ovcrwh(,lming temptation to smug°
we need not wonder that it was estimated, by gling and fraud. The truth is, that the reduction
well-inforp_ed parties, that from a third to a lmlf of duty in 1825 was an ill-advised measure; and
of the total quantityof imported silks _caped the there is perhaps no great reason to conclude that
duty. Indeed, every one is aware that their clan- the further reduction of the present duty of 8s.
destine importation was carried on, to a great cx- per lb. to 2s. would be much wiser, or that, while
tent, within the port of London, and in the cus- it sacrificed revenue, it would be at all sufficient
tom houseit.self, by the corruption and connivance to suppress illicit practices. It is idle, therefore,
of the officers. Aud this, we may be assured, was by referring to instances of this sort, to endeavor
not a solitary instance• The corruption of the to make it be believed that an adequate diminu-
officers, is, in truth, an inevitable consequence of tion of taxation is not followed by a correspond-

the over-tax system.--The enormous duties that ing increase of consumption. Had the duty on
were impend in England previously to 1823 on coffee, inst_d of being rc_tuced in England in
home-made Scotch and Irish spirits, produced an 1808 from ls. 8d. per lb. to 7d., been reduced to
extent of smuggling and demoralization of which only ls. 3d. (the proportion in which the tobacco
it is not easy for those who have not attended to duty was reduced), the effect would have been all
such matters to form an idea. At present, how- but imperceptihle; and instead of the eonshmp-
ever, the duties in that country on tobacco, brandy tion being immediately increa._ed from about
and hollands, but especially the first, are the great 1,000,000 lbs. to 9,000,000 lbs., the presumption
incentives to smuggling. The preventive water- is, it would not have b_n increased to 1,500,000
guard is kept at a great expense for little other lbs. In taxation, as in everything else, unless the
purpose than to hinder the clandestine imports- means be adequate to the desired ends the result
lion of these articles. But notwithstanding its will be nothing. If you offer a premium of eight
efforts, considerable quantities of them find their to one on smuggling, di) you imagine you will
way into the country without being subjected to abate the nnlsance you have called into existence
any duty. And how should it be otherwise? The by reducing the premium to six to one or four to
price of tobacco in the contiguous continental one? It will be found in every case in which a
ports may, on an average, be taken at from 8d. to reduction of duty is not followed by a more than
10d. per lb.; and as the duty on tobacco is from corresponding increase of consumption, that the
3s. 6d. to 5s. per lb., need we be surprised to learn, article continues to be overtaxed, or that the duty
that, allowing for the expenses of smuggling, if left upon it either exceeds thc cost of smuggling
one cargo out of three be safely landed, the busi- or places it beyond the reach of those who might
ness is as profitable as it is adventurous and excit- otherwise become its consumers. We are bold to
ing? "But it is not so much by the introduction say that no instance c_m be found in the financial
of tobacco from abroad as by its admixture or history of any country of an adequate reduction
adulteration with other articles, that the contra- of the duty on an over-taxed article not being fol-
band dealers endeavor to defeat the duty." It lowed by a ccs_sation of smuggling and a great in-

may, however, be right to state that it must not crease of consumption. J.R. _['CULLOCH.
be imagined that the mere diminution of an op-
pressive duty on any article will put down the SOCIALISM AND SOCIALISTS. It is with
smuggling to which the duty may have given rise. the_se words as with all others which express, at a

The diminution may not be sufficiently great; and given date, a definite situation, hut which, in the
if so, it will have but little influence. -- These long run, either because fact.s or the state of men's

considerations show thc degree of weight which minds has changcd, are transformed, and no Ion-
should be attached to the.statements of those who ger convey their original meaning. _ tIcnce, to

endeavor to excuse or apologize for exorbitant du-
ties by showing that they have sometimes been re- • ,' The as_.ailantsof the principle of individual property,"
duced without any material increase taking place, say_ John Stuart Mill (" Principles," book ii., § 2). "may bedivided into two classes : those whose scheme implies abso-

in the consumption of the articles on which they lute equality in the distribution of the physmal mean8 of life
are laid, or any material diminution of smug- andenjoyment, audthoscwhoadmitinequality, but6rrounded
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fix their meaning, at their true date, is essential. This is their disting-l.qh_ug trait, and one which
An analysis of such meaning may be reduced to makes of them a family apart. -- In this pursuit
this: In ever 9, human society, whether it advanc_es they have had so many precursors that to enumer-
or retrogrades, modifications more or less pro- ate them would be to write the history of the ad-
found are always going on, modifications which ventures of the human mind. At one time, we
arc more or less perceptible, and which, with or have philosophers engaging in that chase in soil-
without the knowledge of such society, act upon tary speculations; and at another, sects, trying in
its economy. Apparently such a society remains abortive essays to realize their dreams ; now, a
the same ; but in reality it is daily affected by whole population stakes in that chase its existence
changes of which it becomes entirely conscious on- and repose ; here, we find the idea of mysticism
ly after time has fixed them in the habits and cus- prevailing, and curbing instinct to the profit of a
toms of the people, and marked them by its sane- system ; there, instinct gets the upper hand and
tion. This is the course of civilizations which breaks therein which all regular government puts

• are being perfected or which are declining. The on it : everywhere we witness an effort to destroy
honor of a generation is to add something to the the old mould, and to obtain a new one. Revolts
inheritance it has received, and to transmit it ira- and factions beget one another while copying one
proved to the generation which comes after it. To another. First we find Plato with the most cap-
employ what has been acquired as an instrument tious of models. He invented an imagina_- corn-
of new acquisition, to advance from the verified munity, which Sir Thomas More reproduced in
to the unknown: such is the idea of progress as it his Utopia. In both eases, goods were to be in
presents itself to well-ordered minds. But such common, and the fruits of labor distributed by
is not the idea of the socialists. In their eyes means of arbitrary combinations. Campanella
the situation given is a false one, and the process went farther. With Plato he admits promiscuity;
too simple. Reforms in detail do not seem to but, bolder than Plato, he regulates its exercise.
them worthy of attention. They have plans of Morelli, not content with recommending a corn-
their own, the first condition of which is to make munity, would force it on men. He establishes
a tabula rasa of everything that exists, to cast for labor a species of obligatory conscriptionoand
aside existing laws, manners, customs, and all the condemns to perpetual imprisonment the partisans
guarantees of person and property. It seems to of property, under pretext of their dangerous de-
them that we have lived thus far under the era- mentia. Babceuf treats them as conspirators, and
pire of a misconception which it is urgent should spares them as little as _foreltL For the sake
cease ; our globe, according to them, is an antic- of good example, he expels them from among
ipated hell, and our civilization a coarse outline men when he does not deliver them to the execu-
only. What is the remedy ? There is only one tioner. Willingly or by force, he would have all
--to try the treatment of which the socialists hold distinctions of class and all appropriation of goods
the secret. That treatment varies according to disappear, Hc would tolerate only one costume,
the sect. There are socialists with mild reme- one table, one ordinary. The great centres of

dies, and socialists with violent remedies : the only population trouble him, and, with a stroke of his
difficulty is in the choice. But with all their dif- pen, he suppresses them. Luxury has it_ birth in
ferences, there is one point on which they agree cities, and of luxury he will have nothing. Homes

the formal condemnation of human societies as should be as uniform as possible, in order not to ex-

they are at present constituted, and the necessity cite jealousy by comparison. There should be
of erecting on their ruins an order of things more like care for the education of all citizens. The
conformable to the instincts of man and to his state takes possession of them, and abandons them

destiny here below. In exchange for our real only at death. It makes laborers and workmen
world, the socialists offer us worlds of the fancy, out of them. Useful services, and not acts which

on some principle or supposed principle of Justice or general serve for pleasure, are demanded of them. What
,;_ expediency, and not like so many of the existing social in- is not communicable to all, hesays, in hisimper-

equalities, dependent on accident alone. At the head of the ative language, must be severely retrenched. The
first class, as the earliest of those belonging to the present science of government, he says, is to suppress
generation, must be placed Mr. Owen and his followers, whatever may act as an obstacle, and the best r_-M. Louis Blanc and M. Cuber have more recently become

• co_euoas as _ImmJesof similar doctrines (though the for- gi/ne is that which is so contrived as to meet with
meradvoc-atesequaIityofdistributlononlyasatraasitiontoa no opposers. It is not difficult to ace what ad-
still higher stand_d of justice, that all should work accord- vance the idea of the community had now made.

to their capacity, and receive according to their wants).-
The clmracteristicname for thts economical system is ' corn- With Plato it was only an idyl ; with Babceuf it

• mataiJ_,' a wordo_continentat origin, only of late turn-,dared iS a yoke of iron ; from an ingenuous dream and
Into this country. The word ' socialism, • which originated one far from being ironical, we lmss_ tO the drear-
_mong the F_,liah econo_, and was as_smed by them_ ie_ and most degrading servitude ; Plato confinesa _me to designate their own doctrine, is now, on the con-
l_a_mt_employed in a larger sense: not n_ly Implying htm_Je|_ to advice, Bab_uf would act with living
communism, or the entire abolition of private property, Im_ force ; Plato admits categories, Babamf endures
applicable to any system which requires that the land and |_One of any kind ; he takes the lowest level, and
the _ts of prodzzctiou should be the property,not wishe_ to reduce everytt_ing to it. This contrast_' h_divi&uls, but of communities, or a_ociaflm_ or of the
Sa've_uZ."--l_ ls in this latter sense,_rt,ie|my, tMt]¢ isiatelligible: PlaCoreuminsia thetmaginary,
_,y'mmlu_t_mmt"moc_,,"tutW._,.._. Bs_euf enters t_ resl; with a view to tJ_e end.

�,
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he thinks of the means, and fearing defeat, deter- ing seventeen women. The execution of such

mines on the most energetic means. -- Examples bandits did not suffice to extirpate their sect, and
of a common r_gime were no more wanting in after they had disappeared, the ruins with which
antiquity than the speculations in which such a the land wks strewn showed what is engendered.
common rdgime was offered in perspective. The in popular interpretation, by the utopia.of the
conventual organization, with its exploitation of community, and what vestiges it leaves after it.
mortmain and vows of renunciation, was nothing Socialiszn has no more formidable formula; and,
else. But those who submitted to it were out of in the end, it is the only one which is susceptible
the world, not in the world ; they lived for heaven of ai)plication. All ()tiler formulm escape the in-
rather than for the earth. As much may bc said telligencc of the crowd t)eeausc of their subtlety;
of the Essenes, whose life was almost tha_ of this one is asclearas itis powerful. To take from
monks. The Moravians preserve more affinity those who have, in order to give to those who have
with regular society ; their community is neither not, is a com'isc and intelligible proposition, to
as narrow nor as cxclusive as that of thc Jewish reduce .'ill positions and fortuncs to a level, is one
sect ; they admit of marriage and of thc inter- not less so. Both find in the hc_Lrt of nian a bad

mingling of the sexes, while the Essenes preserved p'tssion, which answers to them. When th(, 3"are
the strictest celibacy ; they recognize private prop- heard, passion leaves the vague to enter the world
crty side by side with collective labor, while the of realities; it knows what it wants, and whither
Es,_enes had nothing of their own. In tile Pars- it goes. There is no longer a mere anathema fall- "

guay missions, likewise, the community partook ing in a vacuum, but a campaign to be undertaken
of a mixed character ; each Indian had his field against society, with the booty in prospect -- We
and his flock ; only a separate domain, the Pos._s- have now cast a rapid glance at the men and the
sion of God, was reserved for cultivation in com- sects which, in the past, may be considered as tile
men, and its plxx'lucc was intended to meet the ex- equiv'dents of socialism and socialists. With
pcn_s for the support of the infirm, for the pur- those who in our day are so named, the spirit is
poses of worship, and the payment of the tribute the same; only the.it procedure is different. _ The
sent each year to the king of Spain. Moreover, in

* Among the forms of t_ocialism.German writers on polit-
these various modes of grouping, there was nei- mealeconomy mention what they call Maat&_ozialismus.or
ther revolt nor formal protest. They were combi- state socmlibm, under,,landing by the term " that system
nations suggested at one time by a particular creed, which _ouhl have economic relalion_ regulated as far as
at another by expediency of a local character. In po_t'lblc by the state, and _hwh w(mld _.nb-tituu, t'tate help

for self-help " Prince Bismarck ha_ shown a decided lean-
the case of the Indians of Paraguay, their com- tng to thi_,form of sociah_m. The French have the expres-
munily was a beginning of civilization; in that of _ionx¢g_i,smed'{.lat. whwhl_theexa('t equivalent of sisal.c-
the Moravians and Esscnes, as well as in that of soz_d_*m**z,or state _.ocialism. That such a term of social-
the monks and anehoritcs, it was a means of sane- lsm has been finding favor with large classe_ of the people

tifieation. Under these conditions all government in recent times can not be dmlbted. N_'nee it has been eelinappropriately styled by Profest-orFawcett, "modern voeial-
iS easy; its point of departure is the spirit of disci- i_-m;'"and much of _ hat lit"says on its growth and probable
pline and the suppression of the instincts. From eol_scqucnces in certain conntmt..,-of Eorope is true as to its
these partial communities to a general community growth and eon_.quen('_,s in th(' Uuited State_.. but of coorsenot to the same (.xtent as m Europ(.. Ite write_: "It is
the distance is a great one--the distance between each day becoming more e%ldent that in (.very European
the exception and the rule, between a special state country an increamng nnmber of tile laborn)g 1)npuiatmn are
of men's minds and tlle dispositions which animate giving an enthusiastic adherence to certain socnd and dee-
the other members of tile human family. Such nereid principles, _hich. if carried into effect, will introduceeven ulore fundamental changes th_ln _hose brought about
eases must be noted, but there, is no conclusion to by the first French revolution. Never, perhapt-, wa_,there a
he drawn from them. -- The community of goods time when )t _ as more m_portant to dlepa_ionately consider
has had less offensive apostles, like the Jacques tbe ideas, the want.- and the asl)imtion, of the workmen who.
in France and the Lollards in England. The for- are engaged in thi_.movement, which may be described un-der the general t_tle of modern t'ocialism. W_thout such
mer did not confine their pretensions within the dispassionate consideration, there is certain to ar_.. in._teu4
walls of a monastery or the limits of a n'ttion'_ of a kindly and intetll_ent _.ympathy, the rancorous enmity
territory. They had pretensions to empire, and of bitter class prejudice. Tho_.cwho are prepared to show
they disguised projects of partition and spoliation this sympathy may have some chance of directing to pur-poses of inestimable good this new mo_ement, which, if met
under the mask of political rights. _Neither did wifl_ blind and unrc_leoningoppovition, wdl atlast gradually
the Anabaptists admit that they entertained sim- gath(.r so nulch strem,qh as to pat,s beyond control ; Eorope
ilar pretensions, Their religious schism was on- may then flud herself revolved in a terrible war of clasps.

It ha.,_been repeatedly showlt that the friends of revolution-
ly a pretext to lead the populace to an assault dry changes derive their motive power from the bigoted
on property. What a sad memory the Anabap- opponents of progress, and from the stubborn upholders of
tists have leftl They tilled with their crimes and unwi_ laws and nnJust privileges. It might as well be sup-
their .names two full centuries of the history posed that the railway engine would move if it were deprivedof steam, that wheat could grow without t,oil, or that man
of Germany, Mllnzer was their first corypheus; could hve without food, as to imagine that a revolutionary
he invited the poor to the partition of the spoils propagandism could be maintained if it were not kept alive
of the rich ; Mathias, in turn, ordered the sack. by the recollection of some wrong inflicted, and by the con-

ing of the houses of the bourgeoisie ; John of tinuance of *,omegrievance unred_. It is perfectly vainto expect that there will not be threateuing_ of coming con-
Leyden proclaimed polygamy a law of the state, vuisions so long as the social and economic condition of
add was the first to conform to that law by marry- great ma_e_ of the people remains what It is at the present
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feeling of bitterness against esmb]jshed civiliz_ Robert Owen, who was the first to open the way.
lions is at least as great, and if there be not as In Owen, there were two men, the man of fact

much violence in act, it is.because moral force has and' the man of an idea; the one superior, the

resisted in time. We must add, that, in the case other mediocre. A manufacturer in New York,

,of almost all, th_ visions of the brain have been he had the opportunity to found, aided by a be-

tempered by upright intentions. This is true of nevolence without limit and by the sole power of

"time. England is constantly being glorified as the wealthie._t the abolition of protection themarkets of the world would be
of all nations. From every platform in the kingdom orators thrown open to us, and the supplies of cheap food thus pro.
delight to parade the well-known statistics about our vast cured would yield an inereased store of comfort to every
and growing commerce. Each quarterly return from the humable home. In one respect these predictions have been
board of trade shows an augmentation of exports and ira- fulfilled, in another respect they have been cruelly falsified.
ports. In spite, however, of all these evidences of accmualat- Production has been stimulated beyond the expectations of
ing we_alth, the majority of our people have a severe struggle the most sanguine, and supplies of food have been obtained
for existence, and no inconsiderable minority bye in abject from even the most distant countries in ranch greater quan-
misery and in degrading poverty. The more wealthy the no- titles than coldd have been anticipated. Still, however, _o
"lion is admitted to be, the more perilous does it become, and fur as the lab(_rer is coneerued, the age of golden plenty
the more ominous of future, trouble, that one out of twenty seems as remote as ever, and in the humble homes of the
_of the nation _hould beapauper; that to agrcat prol_rtion poor a notlasa constant war has to be waged agalnstlx_nury
of our laboring classes a life of incessant toll yields no other and want. From the hi!tee disappointment thus engendered,

e_]_Sonnltthan an old age of dependent mendicancy; that mill- there has not unnaturally arisen a lecling of deep distrust of
s are so entirely uneducated as to be cut off from every the fundamental pnnciples on which society is based. A

intellectual enjoyment; that in many rural districts horses wide.spread opinion has grown up that it is no use relying
are stabled far more comfortably than laborers are housed; upon the old remedies and the old nostrums. Resort must be
and that in our largest and wealthiest citrus the poor are so had to far more radical changes; the very foundations on
,vrowded and huddled together, that in a countless number whmh our social system rests must be altered. This feeling
ef instances all the members of a family herd together in a of unrest, this de_ire to do away with the existing order of
single room. Can any one who reflects on such facts be our- things, is sure to arise when the mass of the people become
primal that a wide-spread spirit of unrest and dissatisfaction dissatisfied with their condition. On many previous occa.
ts abroad ? Ought it not'to be regarded as almost incredible sloes they had more reason than now to attribute their mis-[
_hat a social structure resting on such a basis should have fortunes to polittcal causes. Unjust and vexatious taxation, ¥

_tood so long ? But it may be said that if things are not as combined with a reckless expenditure of a profligate and
rapidly improvin_ as can be desired, they are certainly not corrupt court, at length accumulated such misery upon the
getting worse. Why then, it is urged, should there be this French people that an irresistible movement arose to sweep
new outburst of discontent ? No new laws vexatious to the away every established institution. The first French re_o-
industrial classes have been imputed; many, on the con- lution ought not consequently to he regarded as an uprising
trary, have been repealed ; tsxation is not more burdensome, to substitute a repubhcan for a monarchical form of govern-
aud duties on many of the necessaries of life which added ment. The people, driven to a freuzy of despair by phystcal
greatly to their cost have been remitted. May it not, there- suffering, were not in a IYame of mind calmly to reason upon
Tore, be fairly conc3uded that things wLll gradually improve; well-devised schemes of relief. They wished to see every-
that the peasen t dissatisfaction is uureasonable, m_d that the thing chalzged, and they consequently waged an unrelenting
demands of those who are so discontanted with society as it war with the existing state of things. Agate` the revolutmn-
is now constituted should be simply met by undeviating re- ary movement in 1848, although it caused the fall of so many
_st_xce.V As there is only too much re, on to fear that many dynasties, was not so much a political o_ a social and eco-
"will _ume this attitude of resistance, it is important to give notate movement. The 4msatlafaction which prevailed at

most emphatic warning as to the consequences which this period was not mainly due either to unju_ laws or vex-
_lae adoptmn of such a policy may involve. As it is s[) fee- atious taxation. It was the manifestation ofan intense desire
_uently supposed that the movement in favor of orgame fundamentally to change the principles from which the vast
*ocial and economle changes has no solid foundation in reason lndnstrml system of the present tinge ha_ been developed.
or in justice, and that it is rather a temporary aberration of Comi_lition an_J the acT_aratio_ of capital j)_m tcf_r may
¢_'tain unsettiedand mlschievouspeoplewholove revoh_tion be_e_arded as ttw r_tpromiaent cha_acteri_ics _f mod-
1'or revolution's sake, it becomes important, in the first in- ern twtu_tr_ 3. It might, therefore, have been almost fore..
stance, to attempt to discover whether this is a true inter- seen that these characteristics would be singled out for special
pretation of the sentiments now wxdely prevalent amoug the reprobation, when the general condition of tl_ industrial
industrial classes. -- As previously remarked, it no doubL at classes became unsatisfactory, and the great mass of the
£rst sight, appears somewhat difficult to account for the fact people in every country felt that they hsd to bear an undue
that this desire for change should have grown up w_th the amount of suffering, the hardest toil yielding to them a most
Tepeal of many unjust laws, with the remission of many bur- inadequate share of comfort and enjoyment. There con-
densome t_axes, w_th a grest stimulus in the productive in- sequently arose a determination to substitute for the indus-
dustry of the country, and with the more wide-spread desire trtal system then existing one from which not only competi-
among those who are in comfortable circumstances to be tion would be absent, but one in which capital and labor
good, kind and chamtab]e to the poor. Butdoes not the fact would be united, tnstsad of being separated by the rivalry of
that all these circumstances have been in operation wltho_t hostile interests. The industrial ideas which were thus
producing any more marked effect upon the general weU- sought to be carried into praotieal effect may be described
being of the people, suggest an explanation of the phenome- under the general name of _tatiema or communism. The
non which we are seekiug to elucidate? Scarcely any other very mention of these words wJ]| nO doubt to many minds
remalt can I)e expected than that there should arise a feeling suggest much that is ominous of d_mger_ and much which
of angry disappointment, unreasoning distrust and unjust is opposed to the wen-being of soclety_ prejudice, however
euspicdon when favorable agencies like those jast mentioned unfounded, often spreads so fast that it _becomes most for-
mx_contrasted with such facts as those previously seamer- midable to combat. To many, soclalizm and commumsm
rated, whteh are only too truly typical of the social and eco- are supposed to be synonymous with confiscation and speiia-
notate condition of the country. For a long time the people tion. A socialist exists vaguely in the mtnd_ of the comfort-
were led to believe that the elevation of their class would be able elapses as a sort of abandoned creature who wishe_ to
_eeured by bringing into operation various favorable mate- live by robbing other people of their.property, and who de-

. rial agencies. At one perind It was suppoeOt that the appli- sires to see general pillag_ J_utreduced. .In the preseat sta_e
¢.ation of steam to manufactures, and the imprnvement of ofman_nd, soctaLter_Wq_lddomott_nfftoi_v'_s_h_wdl"
locomotion by the introduction of railways, would so etimu- tt¢l_ _'th_ pgop/_, am/ tJ_ mz_I_i_/_c _ _?deh haw
late production a_ tobri_gto the laborer an age of golden _e_l_ou_led uuz_ldf_m_b_e_li_dts_sl_fall_"
laienty, at another time it was confidently stated that by 2_ulj_/_//_ ma_ be _ _ Y_ _ _ b_
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eT_mple, one of the most flourishing industrial correct one, and no kind of success was wanting
colonies that have ever been known. The basis to the man who put the principle in practice; the

of his system was the thought, borrowed from error consisted in presuming, that, applied to hu-

J. J. Rousseau and Bentham, that the practice of inanity as a whole, it would succeed, a_s it had

virtue has enough m it to fully indemnify those succeeded in a manufacturing centre. The great;

who devote themselves to it. So far the idea is a human family can not be governed as a small flock

more ttnju#t than to throw aapersiorvs upon tlw charaeterof the belief is cermiu to gatn ground that there ts something
_cialtst.s, af_d b_ mtaintz, rpret t/_r rtwtit'ea. They _w doubt radically wrong in the laws which reg_llate the distribution
t,ave been mistad_t_ enthuaie, sts, but it ia impossible to deny of wealth. It can not be wise anti just, it is plausibly said,
thattYwirmotivesl_vebeenpureamltl_trai_*lofty. They that the produce whieh the earth yicldsshould be soappor
have been animated by a desire which must have been felt tinned among its inhabitants that, where_ many have far
by all who are notdepraved by selfishness, to lighten poverty, more than they necd, others have to endure the bitter pangs
to alleviate human suffering, and todiffuse more general hap- of want. It is urged that if there was morn equality in this
piness among mankind. The inJustice which is so generally dlstrlbution, there would be enough for all; if superfluities
done to socialists _ill be perhaps more clearly perceiw,d were taken away from the rich. and g,_ven to the t_oor, an
when attention is directed to the origiu of the s(miatistic woald then enloy adequate comfort. Those who are influ-
sentiment. -- It has been often remarkt'd that tht, more a enced by such ideas asthese are at once, by natural sequense,
coantryadvsnces in wcalth, thewidcrand deeper seems robe led to the eoncinai(m th_tt the cireum_tanccs which produce
the galf between the rich and the poor. Not silly is this inequalities in wsalth are chiefly responsible for all the social
shown by the fact that the angancntation iu the number of and econoude evils under which a nation suffers. It is con-
the very wealthy is not accompanied either by a corre,pond- sequently proposed that society should be regulated on
ing decrease in the number of the w'ry l_x_r, or by a propor- principles which would, as far as possible, prevent inequal-
tionatedlmiuution of their sufferings: but the separation be- tries in wealth. A feeling thus arises in favor of either
tweenclessesseemstobeoomeinten_ifledinotberway_. The abolishing, or greatly curtailing the rights of private prop-
time was when those who were engaged in any industry, arty. Various schemes have, from time to time. been pro-
master, foreman and workmen, dwelt near to each other, pounded with the object of Wing effect to them ideas.
and between them there were often intimate personal rela- Those who would not shrink from applying _hat they con-
tiona, which have now completely passed away. Althuogh calve to be a complete remedy, propo._c that society shouhi
the introduction of steam and the apphcation of various me- be reconstituted on an entirely communistic model ; asso-
chanical inventions hays completely revolutionized the con. ctations being established iu which there should bc no pri-
ditioas on which industry is carried on, yet there has proha- vats property, the wealth produced being the joint property
bly been aunt less marked change iu the social and industrial of the community. Others sugg, e_t less thorough remedies,
life of the country. The supplanting of hand-loom weaving and propose, that, after a due maintenance has been guaran-
and pillow-lace making by vast manufactotaes filled with teed to all the members, any surplus which may remain
complicated and costly machinery,does not represents greater might be appropriated as private property. St. Simon aud
changethauthatwhichisindtcatcdbyacomparisonbetwecn Fourier in France, and Robert Owen in England, have
the present mode of life of men of business and that which identified their names with these communistic experiments.
was adopted by them formerly. The merchant and the man- It is scarcely necessary to remark that all such attempts
ufaeturerusedtoresideclosetowherethedailyworkoftheir ha3'e hitherto failed to obtain any praeti(_al success. In
liveswas carried on. Now, however, eachyear agreaterdis- fact, it is not too much to say thatin the present state of
tance separates the homes of the master and his workmen, mankind failure is inevitable. Men are not yet sufficiently
Many who have accumulated princely fortunes seldom go advanced to work with a_ much zeal for the good of others
within mtlesof the homes of any of their workmen. All asfor their own advan_tge. Thosewhoareindustriouswill
these considerations show that the relations between era- not long remain content if they see that a considerable por-
ployersand employedhave gradually losttheir personal char- tion of the fruits of their labor is devoted to the vupport of
acter, and have become more and more commercial. This those who are as well abh. to _ork as themselves, but who
being the case, there can, of course, be little friendship or are so indolent and improvident that they rely upon others
comradeship; there is too little of that personal sympathy for their maintenance. It must, however, be remeuthered
which often arises among those who are fsilow-workere at a that such men as St. Simon, Fourier and Owen never pro-
common object; but, on the contrary, laL,or being bought posed the confiscation of other people's property. They
and sold In the atme way ae any commodity of commerce, the always cont empl:trx,d that t heir corn m anistic societies should
only feelings between employers and employed are too often legitimately acquire the land and other property upon which
those which exist between the buyers aud sellers of mer- they first commenced operations. Robert Owen, tn fact,
chsndise. It must not, however, be supposed that the pres- purchased an estate in Hampshire for a considersble sam
eat ha_ thus been contrasted with the past with the object of money, upon which he attempted to g_ve practical effect
of implying that there bsa been no improvement, nor must to his sociahstic ideas Although the_e seheme_ have corn-
it be imagined that it would be deslrsble to restore a state plete]y failed, yet failure ha-_ done little to weaken the senti-
of things which would in many respects be incompatible ment which gave them birth. The ideas from which they
and incongruous with the reqtfirements of modern times, have originated have not been and prebably will not be ever
But being perfectly ready to admit that there has becu prog- extinguished. Esch fruitless endeaw_r to carry them out
r_a, yet this should not cause us to lose eight of those draw- not only smnulates a f_h development, but also causes
backs assoc_istcdwithcommerciai development, which nmke them to assume another form. Unlike the socialists of
the present in some of its aspects compare unfavorably with former days, those who are at the present t_me under the in-
the past. It is, of coursc_ far more prudent carefully to fluence of the sociahstic sentiment are beginning to place
consider the_e drawbacks with the view of reaching the their chief reliance upon state iutervention. They seem to
causes which pro_uce them _ for if this can not be done, if think that if individual efforts have been unable to achieve
COmmercial progress is always to be presented to the mass of success, this provides the most cogent argument in favor nf
the people in no other a_ct than that in which they now an appeal to the state. This is the reason which induces
see it, there will certainly arise not only dissatisfaction, buts me to ascribe such grave fmportauce to modern socialism.
desire to effect organic changes in the constitution of society. There was no cause to feel alarm or misgiving as long a_ so-
Some idea may be formed of the e.xtant to which discontent ciali_rra simply caused certain experiments to be tried by an-
must be engendered, when every workman must be con- thu_lasts, against wh(m_ no other charge, could be brought
tgantly_inded of the rant, that, while numbers are unable than that they showed too much zeal in thetr effortb to ira-
to obtain a auleie_acy of the neeessaries of life, others have prove society. Even their failure did something to b_meflt
tm much tmper_noua wealth that they are able to squander mankind. It can scarcely be doubted that in these first so-
it in tmeles_aud mischievous luxuries, and never devote eizli_tic schemes were sown the germs of a social and eco-
tlmmm_to etm hom-'s useful employment. The more nonflc movement which has already effected grcat good, and
thedistamce widens bertram the rich and the poor, the more which promises more for the future than any other age_y
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_s governed. It was not long before Robert Owen but he took from the community the only guar-

l_erceived this. He himself, by exaggerating it, antee it possessed, the responsibility of the indi-

had changed the nature of his method for the vidual. If we believe him, man, having come

worse. From a paternal administration he was accidentally into this world, and being the play-
imperceptibly led to the abandonment of all social thing of accidental circumstances through life,

restraint. He not only ended in the community, could not, without injustice, be declared respon-

sible for his acts• Fatality alone determined good
yet brought into operation. It is well known that some of and evil ; with the individual, there could be

those who were the most strongly imbued with the teaching neither merit nor demerit• Why, then, punish-and doctrines of Robert Owen were the founders, and after-
ward the managers of our most prosperous co-operative in. ment or reward? It was better to let man and

stitutions. Co-operation is as yet onlyin iteinfancy; it has society follow their bent, removing all the cir
hitherto been generally appliedto the distribution of wealth cumstances which might lead to evil, and in-
bnt rarely to its production. Enough, however, has been
t_eenofitseffectatoJustifyaconfldentbeliefthatitsgeneral creasing those which might lead to good. So
adaptation to industrial undertakings would probahlymark much for this world; and, as to the other, why

• the greatest advance ever yet made in human improvement, trouble one's self about it? It escapes our means
labor and capital, instead of being ho_tile interests, will be of knowledge; it is an enigma which no one hasunited, and by this union an incalculable stimulns will be
given to production. * * *--Until quite recently there been able to solve. Such was Owen's conclusion.
was one most marked and important difference between the Never was negation more absolute stated with

continental and the English workman. The former placed greater candor. During fifty years he presented

his chief reliance, on the state, whereas it was the aim of the it to rebellious human societies as their only means
latter to free himself as much ss possible from government
control. One of the first uses which the French workmen of salvation; in colonies, in plans, in publications,
made of their eucceas in the revolution of 1848, was to eom- in voluntary subscriptions, he spent a vast amount

1 the _,overnment to establish national workshops, and to of money, without his personal sacrifices being
vance loans to co-operative associations. One of the first able to make his desolating maxims advance a se-thingu which the English workmen did, when they obtained

political power by the reform bill of 1867, was to call upon rions step. They wounded men's souls at too

parliament to repeal all the laws which interfered with the many points to be able to make any great ravages.

formation of voluntary trade combinations. The continental The inventor of them lived long enough to assistworkman was constantly looking to the state as he would to
a powerful friend or benefactor to aid and reward him. The at the obsequies of his doctrine. -- The doctrines
att ltude of the English workman has, until recently, been of Saint-Simon permitted more consideration to be
one rather of hostility toward the state. His habit has been
to claim freedom from government control, so that he might danger to England than to many other countries. This is
have a free and open field for the exercise of his energies, not an appropriate place to discuss the advantages and dis-
This difference, however, between English and continental advantageoofgovernment by party. Ther_ls, however, one
laborers is becoming less marked. It can scarcely have ee- aspect in which party government may be viewed, as having
caped notice that during the lasttwo or three years English averydirectbearinguponthesubjectwearenowconsidering.
workmen have with much greater frequency asked for gov- The two great political sections who contend for place and
eminent assistance; and the demands for state intervention )ower have a constant temptation held out to them to bid
are constantly enlarging. There are many circumstances against each other for popular support. [May not the same
which have contributed to bring about this change. In the be said of political parties in the United States ?] When
first place, it is probable, as previously indicated, that the therefore, it is perceived that any parttcutar set of opimons
growing tendency shown by so many of our artlasns to rely has obtained a great hold upon the masses, place and power
upon the state may be traced to the false hopes excited, some wiLl seem to be the lot of the political party which promise_
years since, bythose who taught the peopleto believe that to do most to give efrecttotheae opilaions. Under theprese-
the great end to be striven after was a larger production of ore of this temptation, it may, consequently, any day hap-
wealth. This augmented production of wealth has taken pen that statemuen will accept doctrines and pursue a polic)
place, and when it is found to be unaccompanied by the against which, if their Judgment was unbiased, they would
predicted improvement in the condition of the poor, there is be the first to protest. This is a peril which hangs over Ih_s
naturally aroused keen disappointment, and there is diffused country, and recent events have shown that I am not coniur-
through the industrial clawed a general feeling of distrust, ing up an imaginary vision of coming danger. During the
Theyget into just that frame of mlndwhich causes them to last year [this was written inthe early part of 1872] direct
give a ready acceptance to any doctrines differing from those encouragement has been given to some of the most mischwv-
by which they suppose they have been deceived. The optn- cos and alarming features of modern socialism by one wh,)
ions in favor of state intervention 6o current among conti- is, and by another who has been, a responsible mimster of
nental workmen now consequently find a more ready ac- state. The budget of 1871 was framed in accordance with
ceptance in this conntry; these opinions are, in fact, trans- some of the financial principles of the international assocla-
planted to our shores under such favorable circumstance_ lion; and no member of this organization ever made more
that, for a time at least, they seem to have taken root among lfeckleas promises to the proletariat than did Sir John Paking-
us. * * * -- Fully, however, admitting that among those ton, when, as president of the social science association, he
who hold these opinions are still to be found some of our told the workmen, in hie address at Leeds, that parliament
ablest artisans, yetit ean scarcely be denied byany whoob- ought to seenrefor them comfortubte horace and wholesome
asrve the signs of the times that, so far as ]Bk3giand is con- food at reasonable prices. A few me,the before Sir John
cerned, the demands for state assistance are each year assam- Pakington enunciated these mischievous doctrines, the peo-
lug more formidable proporti_ne. This will be sufficiently pie had been virtually told by the chancellor of the ex-
tbhown by enumerating some of the many things which the chequer, that if they make some demand, the granting of
stateis, with increasing nrgency, asked to supply for the peo. which involves additional expenditure, the m_ortty shall
pis. It ie now, for instance, often said that the government avoid contributing a single shilling toward the outlay, and
should pay the passage-money of emigrant8 ; should furnish shall be enabled to throw the whole burden upon the payers
work at good wages for the unemployed; and should lecure of income tax. U_der such fostering care it is not eurprimng
for laborers comfortable houses and wholesome food at a that there is rap_By _owing up in this Cou_t_y an abnormal
reasonable rate. Such proposals as these represent the opln- development of th_ mew form of socialism, the cardinal
ions of those who may by eom_ be regarded as rood- principle of which t#dhat all _izl Improvement0 must be
eratoin:flzeirdemandm. * * *-- In one respect thts grow- effect_bym_ste_m_y, and muet a]_o-bo.e_ied out by
_g tmldezzty to rely upon the state is fraught with glitter public m,mey2 _- _ F.tw_'TIL
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l_id them ; the basis of his system was a purely essentially bad or essentially useless. If the pas-
sacerdotal government. No more division be- siena, in their actual play, are the source of many
tween the tc_nporal power and the spiritual; the disorders, it is not with the passions themselves
time had come to confound them. Instead of a that we must find fault, but with the medium in

pope and an emperor, men were to have a father, which they move, a human medium, and there-
who would unite the functions of both, and gov- fore susceptible of modification. "Attractions,"
ernintheforun_iaternumandthef_rume:rternum, says Fourier, "are pr(_i_orlional to destinies,"
in things spiritual as well as temporal. Thu,_ which means that it would be all gain for men
would cease, between the body and the spirit, a to yield to their inclinations. Hence they must
struggle which has lasted from the beginning of be satisfied in an association freely agreed to, and

the world, and which has maintained di_rder in in which all the instincts of man may have room
the world. A natural hierarchy would follow on for the fullest play. These formulas of assoc_a

this change. Society would bedivided into three tion are the ingenious part of Fouricr's work.
classes: savans, artists, and those engaged in in- The association is in groups, which end in series.
dustrial pursuits ; and the chiefs of these three and these in phalanxes. The group is tile cell of
classes would be tim greatest sarans, the greatest the human hive; it is composed of seven or nine
artists, and the greatest workers in the indnstrial persons; it has a centre and wings, and a harmony
world. These latter wouhl need no investiture which results as much from its identilies as from

but that of the consciousness of their force. They its contrast,s. The series comprise from twenty-
would not be chosen; they would install them- four to thirty-two groups. The phalanx is Four-
selves in their own position. The human family ier's commune; eon._istingvf 1,800 souls, it lives
would know them by their works. Moreover, in a palace which he callsthe phalanstery, divided
the new bond of society would be, under this in such a manner as to procure the greatest possi-
rOgime, not fear, but affection; and. themost loving, ble number of pleasures, while avoiding all the
placing themselves above others, would necessa- prejudices which result from the arrangement of
rily impart their tone to all others. The chain of actual households. As to property, it does not
positions being thus formed, everything would incorporate itself in individuals; it is collective.
follow in the most natural manner imaginable; Its value circulates only under the form of cou-
each one would take rank in proportion to his pens, and becomes susceptible of appropriation;
capacity, and each capacity would be served in products are divided among the three direct agents
proportion to its works. Thenceforth humanity of production : capital, talent and labor. Let us
was to be only one family, and the earth to consti, add, that in Fourier's system no repugnance at-
tute only one great farm, the fruits of which were taches to this labor ; it is attended by a love for
to bedivided in proportion to rank and services, it, taste and buoyancy; it is done in short ses.
Such was the Saint-Simonian law, and it added, sions, in holiday clothes, with passion and spirit;
on the condition of woman and tile relation of the the task is taken up or dropped at will, and va-

sexes, certain not over-edifying precepts summed tied so as to produce neither monotony nor wca.
up in the expressive words, rehabilitation of the riness. Nor is this all; to these wonders of earth
flesh. We know in what this strange morality Fourier adds the joys of a heaven of his own.
ended, so far as the principal disciples of Saint- He has his own cosmogony and his own transmi.
Simon are concerned. Its public profession cost gration of souls; he walks his system through the
them a suit in the courts and a sentence. Their spheres, and requires of our planets the most sin-
religion did not survive this scandal, and was dis- gular ,services. The whole of Fourier's system
persed to the music of hisses. Everything con- may he summed upthus: a universal government,
sidered, it was not worth the noise made about it. a perfect world adorned by a perfect society. Pe-
A political papacy invested with discretionary yond this, imagination can not soar. In this land
powers, with the sovereign disposal of the lot and of vertigo, nothing is to be found but glare.
rank of individuals in society, preaching the reigm Again. we have a world to be made over, a civili-
of the senses under the lying cover of the equal- zation to be reconstructed, man and humanity to
ity of the sexes, was not a system, and did not be renewed in a confused amalgam of the marvel-
advocate a doctrine, which could long resist the ous and the real. -- Here stops the series of social-.
revolt of men's consciences and the decrees of ists at first hand; after them come the plagiarists,
pubtie opinion. -- The same fate was reserved, and, first of all, Cabet. Like Campanelta and Sir

after a longer defense, for the doctrine of Charles Thomas More, Cabet has given us, in his "Icarie,"
Fourier. Substantially it had the same founda- an imaginary community, which unites all perfec-
tion; but the mode of procedure of Fourierism tions in itself, and which found, in the streets of
was different. Fourierism, like Saint-Simonism, Paris, more than one partisan whom time has dis-
wished to substitute a world of the fancy for the abused. When it became a question to pass from
real world, and an artificial order for the course ideas to acts, he perished in the attempt, and
of things. Fourier started out with the idea, that learned wlmt becomes of dreams when brought to

from the earliest ages to our own time the passions wrestle with realities. And so it was with Louis
have been the source of so many evils only because Blanc. In the silence of his study he had imag-
they have been undO_llfully suppressed. God, ac- ined an administrative workshop which would
cording to Fourier, can not have made anything cure industry of the leprosy of eompetitiaa. He
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would have the state become entrepreneur (see tion of property, of reoogni_g rich and poor.
EI_'rRF_RE_U_) and universal producer ; he Pure despotism ! It is all a question of finding a
would have it carry out, at the expense of, the combination in which the family, the fa_erland
public treasury, an experiment in relation to the and property shall be such that man may develop
economy of manual labor. In the workshops inthemwithoutbeingoppressedbythem; inother
which were to be established, the workmen were words, that the family should not produce an heir,
to share in the profits of exploitation, and these that the fatherland should have no subjects, and
workshops, of different kinds, were to be associ- property no proprietor. Such is the problem, such
ated among themselves in such a way that the the solution: if to it we add a little of thenrgy
profits of some might serve to cover, if need and metempsychosis, we shall have all the baggage
were, tile losses of others. _ Nothing could be of Leroux, so far as things serious are concerned.
more ingenious on paper ; each of these work- -- We have reached the end of those systems, and
shops would become a type and a model; free in- may judge in what they agree, and in what they
dustry would be forced, under pain of death, to differ. Under the names we have mentioned, there
draw inspiration from them, and this idea of the now remain but the men for whom socialism
absorption and destruction of free industry was was a tool or a pedestal, and the political parties
disooverable in the spirit of the project. Private who took up the standard of socialism without
activity was destined to disappear before official seeking to define it. Soc|alism, indeed, has had its
activity. We know what these specious plans day; re,my were attr_wted by it as men are attract-
became in the execution of them : by forced devi- ed by novelty; then the crowd mixed with it with
ation the administrative workshop became the ha- the obscure feeling that it would find its advantage
tional workshop (see ATELIERS NATIONAUX), with in it, and that in the absence of conviction they
an elective head, and a minimum of wages, two should adhere to it from pure calculation. And
features borrowed from the combination of Louis how could the crowd defend itself against social-
Blanc. A false idea led to applications still more ism? It was promised, higher wages in return for
false, so false that the author of the idea vehe. less labor, a quarry to hunt in a society in dissolu-
mently and justly repudiated them. Proudhon was tion, the leveling of conditions, the humiliation of
no happier. Is it proper to rank Proudhon among the higher classes, and a general division of pri-
socialists? No one battled them more fiercely rate fortunes among all. Is it to be wondered at
than he; he produced the evidence of their con- that such vertigo was contagious, and that it be-
tradictions, the emptiness of their plans, and the came in some countries, for an instant, an object
poverty of their doctrines; he left nothing stand- of alarm ? Yet socialism did not deserve so much
ing, neither their arguments nor their combina- honor. As a theory, it could not stand examina-
tions; and he warmed against them even to the tion; as a fact, it was not able to succeed under
point of invective. But if he was brutal toward any circumstances or at any point. The name of
the community, he was no less so toward prop- Owen is connected with the failures of New Har-

erty; and he renudns a socialist spite of himself, mony and Orbistan; that of Cabet, with the Nau-
From the core of what he denies we need only voo failure in the state of Illinois; with Fourier'_,
disengage what he affirms, to become convinced a series of discomfitures which followed on the
of this. Thus, he sacrifices the idea of property heels of each other at Cond_-sur-Vesgres, Cite_ux,
to I know not what species of imaginary posses- in the valley of the Sig, and in America. From
sion floating i_ vae_o. And so, after an at-ran- the ideas of Louis Blanc, there proceeded only
dora dissertation on the determination of value, the atdiers natiomzux (national workshops), the
he arrives at imagining a general and uniform tar- paternity of which he excepted to ; of the bold-
iff for it, both for labor and products, by measur, hess and rashness of Proudhon, all that remaiIls
ing the price of these latter by the number of is the memory of the b_znk of e.xe)_znge or ba_" ,.,f
hours employed in producing them I Lastly, as a t_ p_,p_, made famous by the most untow_trd

consequence, he proposes to replace money made catastrophe. The history of contemporary social-
of gold and silver, by orders payable in kind, in ism is but one continual abortion. The principal
such a manner as to return from gold and silver actors on its stage have disappeared from the scene,
money to barter, and to deprive capital of one of and left their places to a few confidants who stare-
its most evident powers, the power to produce in- mer out their parts. All that socialism and social-
terest. On all these points Proudhon remains on ists have done is reduced to a few plans of associ-
the staff of the socialistic legion which he so real- ation, to a few commonplaces which are only the
treated. To the same staff belongs also Pierre weakened echo of their first timorous ideas, to a
Leroux, as he appeared with a plan of human few formulas whose meaning time changes, and

_'_ " society in his hand. He admits the family, fa- which have become fixed in language as problems
:.' therland and property onlyon certain conditions, or bugbears. --Thus, all these chimeras gradually

He finds that the fatherland has the drawback of depart into the regions of oblivion. It may be
recognizing a chief or head; the family, of rec- that the same vertigo will appear again under
ogni_ing a father and children; and the institu- other forms and another name; our globe is the

seat _f an eternal revolt and of an eternal wail.
* This is _]most the system extolled by the famous Ger.

man s_git_or, Fe_in_-d La_alle. What m _fld lower of But then as now, unless the hour of an i_ble
/_wd_o, ippUm to some extent to Karl Mm'x, dvcl/ne Ires s_mck for humanity, the result of
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_uch errors can not be doubtful. True, these er- the final term of human intelligence; that thc_c
rots are covered with a mask" the love of the ideas cause him to take one more step and lift
people, the interest of the suffering, the feeling him to the very substance of universal order, to
of human perfectibility, the advance of genera- God who gave to each being its constitution and
tions to a better state and one less full of shocking its end. -- If I am met by a refusal to admit these
inequalities. But behind this mask we find a hypotheses as the bases of my investigation, I de-
more living physiognomy. That living physiog- clare myself powerless, I wilt not say to solve, but
nomy is the truth of things, whether the inventors even to discuss, the problem placed before me, for,
of systems be conscious of it or not. Behind the as a man can not walk on the ground without a
truth of things the public conscience always re- point of support, neither can the intelligence move
treated and always will retreat. This, to its hon- if the very bases of all reason are lacking it. I
or, we must hope. The qucstion is of a war to the affirm, therefore, the existence of two laws : one

knife against established civilizations, to the profit natural, or divine; the other positive, or human;
of imaginary civilizations; it is a question of de- the former immutable, the second variable; from
struction for the sole purpose of building up this distinction flows the solution of the problem
again; it is a question of giddily abandoning our- of man and society. -- God, when creating man,
selves to systems which, scarcely fledgcd, give gave him a nature proper to himself. By reason
battle to one another, and which die out in the of this nature relations are established between

shock of rivalry and the weakness of isolation, him and his fellows which bind them together
It would seem, indeed, that socialists supposed and form of them a wholc, which is the social state.

that society, such as it exists, is only so much Society is, therefore, the aggregate of the differ-
stage scenery which might be made to disappear ent beings bound together hy the relations which
at the wave of a wand. And what is proposed spring from their respective natures, and which
in its place? Servitude in all its forms. Take all constitute the law of order. Itence the obligation
these systems; they have one feature in common, of every reasonable and free being to regulate his
which is to stifle, by their artificial forms, the conduct in conformity with these relations. This
taste for and the use of liberty. They condemn is what Montesquieu has so well expressed in the

human activity to carry a yoke of iron. Here following definition, which is a flash of genius:
man is enticed into a world of fancy, and there he "Laws are the necessary relations which spring
is condemned to devote himself to others without from the nature of things." And he indicates by
the merit of that devotion being allowed him. the following phrase what he understands by nec-
He can no longer dispose of the fruils of his essary relations : " Before there were intelligent
labor, nor regulate the employment of his hands beings, such beings were possible; they had, there-
or his brain. The state takes possession of his fore, relations, and, consequently, possible laws."
entire person, of his goods, of the products he cre. In fact, a thing to which laws could not be given
ates, and detel_nines the portion of them which would not be a possible thing. Then Montescluieu
he shall receive ba_k. Under the r6gime of so- adds : " God made these laws, because they have
cialism the individual disappears, and is absorbed a relation to his wisdom and his power." Hence
by a collective being. He ceases to be a body or the consequence that when man was created, he
a soul, and becomes a piece of mechanism. Slav- was created for society, which was a nccessary,
ery does not more completely titan socialism de- fundamental law of his nature ; for he was not
stroy the personality of man. (Compare ATE- created alone, he found himself face to face with
LmRS NATmNAUX, COM_UNIS_, FOUR_EI_mM, a being similar to himself, and directly of these
PROPmRTy.) Loum REYBAUD. tWO beings there was one of them who owed

something to the othcr, and another to whom
SOCIAL CONTRACT. Is society a human something was duc. Thencearo_immediatelybe-

institution? or, is it of natural institution? These twecn these two beings the right and duty which
are the two questions which must be solved in or- followed from their respective natures, which last,
der to form a clear and exact idea of the rights being equal and identic_l, necessarily engender
and duties of man in the civil and political order, equal rights and duties. -- I therefore most cner-
Of course I here suppose that man is a free being, gctically deny the social contract in so far as it it
for every system that denies human freedom affirmed to be a pact entered into at the origin of
thereby denies the possibility of a binding moral human society to establish its laws. It was na-
law. I suppose It to be admitted, also, that there ture, or rather Providence, that willed the estab-
is an order of the universe, for otherwi_ creation lishment of society ; it was the wants of mart

would be unintelligible, and the destiny of man which afterward made the laws after the notions
an enigma; that this order is so imperious that of a superior law, which speaks to the heart of
every reasonable creature should respect it and all men, the divine imprint of which is found
accomplish itin himself and out of himself, which everywhere the same. "_¥ec erit," says Cicero,
gives his rights and duties the sanction of natural "alia lex Rom_, alia A_henis, alia hunt, alia post-
law. Non scr//_/e_, seal hats. I suppose, final- hac, sed et omnes ge_tes et omni tempore una lez e_
ly, that the conception of the ideas of liberty, or- sernpiterna e_ immortalis continebi_." If this law-
der and harmony, however high they may be, and sometimes varies among different nations, it al-
p ,re_isely perhaps because they are high, are not ways retains that which is of its essence. Burke
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